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1. Supplementary text 

Data  

We begin with a detailed description of the population data and the samples used for estimation of 

trends in IQ across birth cohorts. 

The starting point is the population register combined with the test scores from the military 

conscription register. From these registers, we extract boys born in Norway between 1962 and 1991, 

who were born to two native-born parents (both with a valid personal identification number), and 

who were present in Norway on their 18th birthday. The reasons for the observation period are 1) 

that the conscription test was restandardized in 1980, so that earlier cohorts were scored under a 

different norm, and 2) that the conscription process changed fundamentally in 2010 (affecting the 

1992 and later birth cohorts), resulting in a dramatic decline in test score coverage and the 

representativeness of the scored population. The restriction that individuals are born in Norway to 

two Norwegian-born parents ensures that we have complete information on sibling size, birth order, 

and family background variables. (The restriction that both parents have a valid identification 

number appears trivial, reducing the overall sample by only 0.9 percent. The fraction dropped 

because of this restriction is somewhat higher during the 1960s, 1.1 percent, and remains stable at 

0.8 percent for the 1970-1991 cohorts.) 

As Table S1 shows, our extracts cover 817 611 males, with cohort sizes varying between 23 

and 32 thousand reflecting general demographic trends. Apart from a temporary dip in 1972 and 

1973, the conscription test score coverage rate stood between 92 and 94 percent through the 1980 

birth cohort (see col 2). The coverage rate declined sharply for the cohorts born in the 1980s, falling 

to 81 and 83 percent for the 1990 and 1991 cohorts. The overall coverage rate during our data 

window was 90.1 percent, leaving us with 736 794 observations in the analysis sample. For those 

scored, the average IQ score rose from 99.5 for the 1962 birth cohort to 102.3 for the 1975 cohort 

(see col 3). Following 1975, the average score trended down reaching 99.4 for the 1989 cohort (then 

rising slightly to 99.7 for the 1991 cohort). Across all families the standard deviation of the IQ score 

fell throughout the observation period (see col 4). Interpreted in light of the results from the 
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selection-correction model, this may reflect ceiling effects in stanine scores as an increasing share of 

the population scored in the top category during the increase period, followed by a further decline as 

the lower half of the distribution increasingly dropped out of scoring in the post-1975 cohorts. 

The within-family estimator draws on data variation across siblings, and identification 

requires that at least two brothers have a valid test score. This data requirement limits the analysis 

sample considerably; the observation count in the at-least-two-scored-brothers subsample is 355 

438 (see col 5). Although those in the restricted sample on average scored a little higher than those 

in the full sample, the trends in average IQ coincide fairly well in the two samples (compare cols 3 

and 6). 

A concern is that the restricted analysis sample may differ importantly from the underlying 

population. As Table S2 shows, the educational attainment and earnings of parents are however 

similar in the full and restricted samples. Because of the requirement of at least two scored brothers, 

the restricted sample naturally differs in terms of family size and parental divorce rates. 

Assessing the role of changed selection in IQ score coverage over time, we focus on a subset 

of families with sons in the two first parities. Because brothers born the same year will not 

contribute identification of Flynn effects in the within-family estimator, we drop such brother pairs 

from the subsample (in the process dropping 2 653 brother pairs, of whom 96 percent are twins). 

These restrictions leave us with 215 514 observations in the two-brother subsample (see Table S1, 

col 7). According to the descriptive statistics in Table S2, the two-brother sample has slightly better 

educated parents than the full sample, along with slightly higher IQ scores. The positive Flynn trend 

appears somewhat weaker, while the negative Flynn trend is somewhat stronger in the two-brother 

sample than in the overall data (see col 8). Finally, we use firstborn sons to gauge across-family 

trends in cohort IQ. As Tables S1 (col 10) and S2 (col 4) show, trends in average IQ scores and family 

characteristics in the firstborn sample coincide with those in the two-brother sample.  
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Estimation 

The analyses of within-family Flynn effects draw on the family fixed effects regression model. The 

baseline estimation model is specified as follows 

(S1)  , 

where the dependent variable is the IQ score of individual i of family f, Bb and Nn denote indicator 

variables for birth year and birth order, and with αf capturing the family fixed effect and ε the 

individual residual. Because Table S1 showed that cohort IQ reached a maximum with the 1975 

cohort, we omit 1975 from the set of birth year indicators such that the estimates of τb give the 

difference from the IQ score of the 1975 birth cohort. For reasons of parsimony, in the 

supplementary materials we group birth orders six and higher together with five (affecting only one 

percent of the sample) but none of the reported results are sensitive to this specification. Finally, we 

cluster standard errors within families to account for any correlation in the individual residual across 

siblings. 

  

Results 

Scatter plots of the estimated coefficients of the birth-year indicators in equation (S1), along with 

their 95% confidence interval, are shown in Fig 2, separately for all families and the two-brother 

subsample. For both samples, the plots illustrate that the standard family-fixed effects estimates 

track the positive Flynn trend fairly well but fail to recover the entire decline seen for post-1975 

cohorts.   

Table S3 reports estimates of average Flynn effects over the increase and decrease periods, 

based on the various samples and drawing on within or across-family variation. These estimates 

show that the average trend during the subperiod of positive Flynn effects (1962-1975) was 0.19 IQ 

point per year in the full sample, while the average trend during the subperiod of negative Flynn 

effects was -0.17 IQ point per year. As col 2 shows, the positive trend was somewhat higher, and the 

negative trend somewhat attenuated, in the subsample with at least two scored brothers. 

1991 5

1962 2
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Importantly, accounting for family fixed effects hardly impacts the trend estimates (see col 3). In 

other words, the evidence fails to indicate that estimates of the Flynn effects are impeded by any 

correlation between birth year and unobserved factors that are constant within families. 

 

Assessing the effects of selection in IQ coverage 

Table S1 showed that the coverage rate of IQ scores fell substantially for the cohorts born during the 

1980s, from 93 percent among those born in 1980 to 83 percent for the 1991 cohort. We also 

uncover strong indications that the coverage rate differs systematically by IQ. In Table S4 we focus 

on the two-brother sample and show how the probability that the younger brother is not scored in 

the conscription data relates to the IQ score of the older brother, as well as how this relationship has 

changed over time. The probability that the younger brother is missing from the conscription test 

data declines monotonically with the IQ bracket of the older brother, from 15.5 percent in the 

bottom bracket to 6.9 percent in the top bracket (see panel B, col 7). Panel B, col 6, shows that the 

missing data problem is exacerbated for the youngest birth cohorts in the data: among those born 

between 1987 and 1991, fully 29.7 percent of the younger brothers are missing from the scored 

population if their brother scored in the bottom bracket. As panel C reveals, within scored pairs, 

there is a strong correlation between the IQ scores of siblings. The strengthened selection into 

scoring over time will bias estimated Flynn trends, whether based on OLS or the family fixed effects 

estimator.  

To assess this possibility further, we estimated a Bayesian maximum likelihood model of 

within-family trends for sibling pairs in the two-brother sample, modelling the bivariate distribution 

of sibling scores and using data on incompletely observed brother pairs to correct for selection in 

scoring. (For the selection correction, we condition the sample on both brothers being born between 

1962 and 1991, but relax the restriction from the fixed effects estimator that both have a valid 

stanine score. This yields a sample of 236 934 observations.)  
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To motivate the model design, we first provide a brief sketch of the underlying data 

generating process: A set of families having (at least) two children is observed. The abilities of 

siblings born in different years differ systematically for two reasons: Birth order, reflecting 

differential encouragements and transfers of social resources within the family, and within-family 

Flynn effects, reflecting different environmental influences from the broader environment (schools, 

media, culture, etc.). Rinsed of these systematic differences, sibling scores are correlated due to 

shared genes and family environment.  

These features are captured in a Bayesian maximum likelihood model that models the 

distribution of cognitive ability of first and second-born brothers conditioned on their birth-year 

combination ("#, "%), as well as the probability of observing different ability levels across time as a 

result of changing selection into scoring. To enable a comparison to across family trends, the model 

also estimates the mean ability of firstborns not in the two-brother sample. The estimated birth 

cohort means of firstborn from the two family types are weighted by their respective shares in the 

birth cohort, resulting in a selection-corrected across family Flynn trend for the population as a 

whole.  

The joint distribution of sibling IQ is modelled as a bivariate normal distribution, and 

specified using the marginal distribution of first-born ability and the second-born ability distribution 

conditioned on the older sibling’s stanine score.  

For any birth cohort, the ability distribution of firstborns in the two brother sample is 

assumed to be drawn from a normal distribution with birth year specific expectation '#|)*  and 

constant variance +#	across birth years. The parameters are estimated from the counts of first-borns 

in different stanine categories in different birth cohorts, with stanine scores interpreted as binned 

ranges of a continuous ability measure. A stanine score of 1 indicates an ability below 1.5, while a 

score of 2 indicates an ability in the range	[1.5, 2.5), etc. Taking 2345  and 2346  to refer to the upper 

and lower bound IQs of stanine score 7, this means that the probability 8 of a first-born in birth 

cohort "# having a stanine score 7# is given by: 
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84*|)* = Φ#;234<4*6 |"#= − Φ#;234<4*5 |"#= 

Here, Φ# is the cumulative distribution function of the normal distribution with mean '#|)*  and 

standard deviation +#. 

Turning to the second-born sons, these have the same set of parents as the first-borns. In the 

absence of birth-order effects and within-family Flynn-effects, their ability would be drawn from the 

same distribution as their older sibling. Using the formula for the conditional expectation in a 

bivariate normal distribution, the expression for the mean of sibling 2 conditional on the observed 

stanine score of sibling 1 can be written as 

?(23%|7#, "#, "%) = ?(23%|"#, "%) + A × +%+# × ;?(23#|7# , "#) − '#|)*=	

= 	 '#|)* + C)* + E(fFG − fF*) + A ×
+%
+# × (?(23#|7# , "#) − '#|)*) 

The expression has two parts: The first specifies the global mean of second-born siblings in 

families whose firstborn was born in "#. This mean is equal to the global mean of the firstborns, 

adjusted for the average birth order effect	C)*  of families started in "#, plus the change from the 

within-family Flynn-effects H that has occurred between the two sibling birth years. The second part 

of the equation captures the predictive information that comes from conditioning on the firstborn 

brother’s stanine score, which depends on the relative variance 
IG
I*  and the correlation coefficient A, 

multiplied by the older brother’s deviation from his cohort mean. This conditional distribution will 

then have variance equal to 

JKL(23%|7#, "#, "%) = (1 − A%)+%% 

The variance term of second-born children is allowed to differ from that of firstborns for two 

reasons: The underlying variance may itself be different, if for instance the birth order effect 

captures a reduced and less dispersed transfer of environmental boosts to the second born within 

the family, and it may differ statistically because we condition on a range of firstborn abilities (those 

covered by a stanine score) rather than a point. By estimating a “relative variance” term we 

accommodate both. 
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The within-family Flynn-effect curve expresses the systematic ability difference between 

siblings born in different years that is not due to the birth-order. We model the curve as a random 

walk process beginning at	HM = 0, with  

?(HO) = HOP# + Q	 
for t>1, where the prior for Q is normally distributed with a zero mean. 

A changing birth order effect requires more structure, and was estimated as a Gaussian 

process with a squared exponential kernel. This estimates the covariance of birth order effects across 

time, and infers a locally smoothed curve where the difference in the parameter value between any 

two equidistant birth years will be normally distributed with a variance that increases with the 

distance. The Gaussian process is specified as 

C = CR + ST(0, U) 

U("#, "%) = V% × exp	 Z− 1
2[% ("# − "%)

%\ 

Here,	CR denotes the across-cohort average birth order effect,  V denotes the marginal 

standard deviation of the stochastic process, and [ denotes the process length-scale that determines 

the distance scale across which the covariance of the birth order effect declines.  

Finally, the ability distribution of firstborns not included in the two-brother sample is 

assumed to be drawn from a normal distribution with birth-year specific expectation 'M|), where the 

index 0 is used to distinguish them from first or second-born in the two brother sample. The variance 

is set equal to the variance of firstborns in the two-brother sample, +#, and the shares within 

different stanine scores (and share unscored) is calculated using the cumulative distribution and 

scoring selection probabilities in the same way as for firstborns in the two-brother sample. 

We can now derive the probability of any stanine score combination for siblings with birth 

years ("#, "%) as 

84*,4G|)*,)G = 84*|)* × 84G|)*,)G,4* 

The expressions on the right-hand side are derived from the cumulative distribution function Φ]  for 

each sibling U.  
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This specification models the count distribution across sibling stanine score combinations as 

a “low resolution” image of a continuous bivariate ability distribution of sibling IQ. 

To correct for selection into scoring, we define vectors of scoring probabilities T for each 

unique birth-year. The scoring probabilities express the probability that an individual will be 

observed with a score in the data conditional on having an ability in the range covered by some 

specified stanine score.  

The scoring probabilities are indexed by birth year, giving us: 

• The probability of observing a stanine score combination (7#, 7%): T)*[7#] × T)G[7%] ×

84*,4G|)*,)G  

• The probability of not observing the second-born son’s stanine score, conditional on 

observing the first: ∑ 84*,`|)*,)G × T)*[7#] × (1 − T)G[a])b̀<#  

• The probability of not observing the first-born’s stanine score, conditional on observing the 

second-born: ∑ 8̀ ,4G|)*,)G × (1 − T)*[c]) × T)G[7%]bd<#  

• The probability of not observing any of the two brothers: ∑ ∑ 8d,`|)*,)G × (1 −b̀<#bd<#

T)*[c]) × (1 − T)G[a]). 

The selection-corrected means of firstborns not in the two-brother sample is found by applying 

the same birth-cohort specific scoring probabilities to this series. Finally, the observed share of each 

birth cohort appearing in the two-brother sample is used as the “mixing proportion” of the two 

firstborn means, which yields the estimate of the full population firstborn average ability for each 

cohort.  

This gives us a statistical model for the observed data, where each individual can be either 

unscored or have one of nine stanine scores. The observed sibling data can now be represented as a 

set of 10x10 matrices of counts, one for each unique combination of sibling birth years ("#, "%), and 

counts across this table are a multinomial draw with probabilities derived from the probability 

model. Similarly, the firstborn data from other families can be represented as a set of arrays of 
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length 10 (9 stanine scores + unscored), one array for each birth cohort, and the counts across this 

array are a multinomial draw with probabilities derived from the model. 

Since the model is a Bayesian maximum likelihood model, estimation requires priors for the 

estimated parameters. These were specified as  

'#|)~f(5.3, 0.3) 
'M|)~f(5.2, 0.3) 

+#~f(1.8, 0.2) 
Li[Kjcki	kKLcKlmi	~f(1,0.2) 

A~nijK(4,5) 
Q~f(0,0.3) 

CR~f(−0.3, 0.1) 
T)[c]~nijK(9,1) for c ∈ {1,2, … ,9} 

[~f(4,1) 
V~f(0,0.2) – left-truncated at zero 

The priors for the annual firstborn means are roughly centered around the full sample mean 

across all birth-years for firstborns in the two-brother and other families samples,  respectively. The 

variance is centered on the observed variance of the stanine scores, the correlation coefficient states 

that sibling correlation in ability is most likely below but in the vicinity of 50%, and the global mean 

of the birth order prior is centered close to the estimate from the fixed effects model. The scoring 

selection for any stanine score in any year is given by a beta prior centered on a high scoring 

probability, as average scoring probabilities across cohorts as a whole is typically high. We impose a 

weakly informative prior on the within-family Flynn random walk. For the birth order Gaussian 

process, the  length scale prior is centered at 4 with a standard deviation of 1, placing most of the 

probability well above 1 (the resolution at which we can observe changes). The standard deviation of 

the stochastic process was set to accommodate “reasonable” changes at the annual level of less than 

1.5 IQ points per year. 
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These assumptions complete the model, which was implemented in the Stan programming 

language for probabilistic models (1, 2) (see below for model code). The model was estimated using 

Monte-Carlo Markov Chains (MCMC) and a No U-Turn Sampler (NUTS), running Rstan v 2.15.1 under 

R v 3.4.0 on a Windows workstation. We ran four chains of 6000 draws from the posterior 

distribution, the first 2000 of which were warm-up samples discarded before inference. Model 

diagnostics were good, with all chains converging on the same posterior distribution (Rhat equal to 1 

for all parameters) and only 3 divergent iterations. 

The results show that the model can successfully recover the full negative trend in IQ scores 

among the post-1975 birth cohorts (see Fig 2, Panel C). Uncertainty intervals based on quantile 

values from the posterior distribution indicate that the within-Flynn trend estimates have good 

precision. Fig S1 shows the scoring probability by birth year and stanine group. These results support 

the hypothesis that lower-ability males from the post-1980 cohorts had an increasing probability of 

not being scored. Key estimated parameters are shown in Table S6, while the estimates for the birth 

order process are shown in Figure S2. 
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2. Figures S1 to S2 

 

Fig S1: Estimated probability of being scored by stanine group  

Note: Estimated from the sample of all brothers born 1962-1991 in families with sons in the two first parities 

and not born the same year (N=236 934) and firstborns not in the two-brother sample (N= 235 009).  
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Fig S2: Estimated birth order effect by birth year 

Note: See note to Fig S1. 
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3. Tables S1 to S6 
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Table S1: Population and conscription data by birth year 

 

All families 

 

Families with at least two 

scored brothers Two-brother sample Firstborn, all families 

Birth 

year 

Observa-

tions 

Fraction with 

valid IQ score 

Average IQ 

score 

Standard 

deviation 

Observa-

tions 

Average IQ 

score 

Observa-

tions 

Average IQ 

score 

Observa-

tions 

Average IQ 

score 

 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) 

           

1962 29 162 0.921 99.5 14.1 10 190 99.5 3 972 101.1 9 538 101.1 

1963 29 631 0.929 99.6 14.0 10 924 99.5 4 877 101.1 9 876 101.1 

1964 30 994 0.923 99.5 13.9 12 728 99.3 6 344 100.6 10 306 101.1 

1965 31 283 0.930 99.6 13.7 13 707 99.6 7 235 100.6 10 618 101.3 

1966 31 707 0.936 100.1 13.7 14 879 99.8 8 166 101.1 11 061 101.6 

1967 31 343 0.935 100.7 13.8 15 401 100.6 8 460 101.6 11 329 102.3 

1968 32 048 0.934 100.8 13.8 15 880 100.8 8 998 101.8 12 170 102.3 

1969 32 148 0.935 100.9 13.8 16 389 100.7 9 253 101.8 12 194 102.5 

1970 30 769 0.927 100.9 13.7 15 778 101.0 9 128 101.8 12 061 102.4 

1971 30 969 0.924 101.5 13.9 15 762 101.4 9 231 102.5 12 402 103.0 

1972 30 440 0.929 101.7 13.9 15 425 101.8 9 372 102.5 12 465 103.2 

1973 29 159 0.853 102.0 14.1 13 446 102.1 8 133 103.0 11 023 103.5 

1974 28 029 0.887 102.1 13.7 13 333 102.1 8 417 102.8 11 066 103.4 

1975 26 482 0.927 102.3 13.4 13 050 102.4 8 562 103.1 11 202 103.5 

1976 25 138 0.932 102.1 13.2 12 407 102.2 8 165 102.7 10 958 103.1 

1977 23 896 0.943 101.9 13.2 11 716 102.2 7 904 102.5 10 365 102.7 

1978 24 234 0.940 101.9 13.2 11 832 102.2 7 858 102.3 10 198 102.7 

1979 24 056 0.925 101.4 13.0 11 549 101.8 7 641 102.0 10 055 102.2 

1980 23 900 0.932 101.3 13.0 11 388 101.7 7 562 101.8 10 086 102.0 

1981 23 317 0.913 101.0 13.0 10 978 101.3 7 270 101.6 9 829 101.7 

1982 23 884 0.886 101.3 12.9 10 707 101.7 7 080 101.8 9 927 101.9 

1983 23 138 0.854 101.0 13.0 9 906 101.6 6 587 101.6 9 228 101.4 

1984 23 192 0.829 100.9 13.1 9 556 101.6 6 344 101.5 9 070 101.3 

1985 23 579 0.868 101.3 12.8 9 811 101.7 6 658 101.8 9 900 101.8 

1986 24 138 0.869 100.4 13.0 9 728 101.2 6 872 101.2 10 309 101.0 

1987 24 380 0.870 100.0 12.9 9 171 100.6 6 624 100.6 10 235 100.2 

1988 25 799 0.857 99.8 12.8 8 822 100.4 6 178 100.6 10 818 100.0 

1989 26 484 0.838 99.4 12.6 7 697 99.8 5 023 99.7 10 810 99.6 
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1990 27 132 0.814 99.6 12.7 6 756 99.6 3 958 99.8 10 609 99.8 

1991 27 180 0.833 99.7 12.6 6 522 99.7 3 642 99.4 11 031 99.9 

           

Total 817 611 0.901 100.8 13.5 355 438 101.1 215 514 101.7 320 739 101.8 

           

Note: Population is restricted to boys born in Norway to two native-born parents with valid personal identification numbers, and who were present in Norway on their 18th 

birthday. Two-brother sample is drawn from families with sons in the two first parities, and exclude brothers born the same year. IQ score is computed from stanine test 

score using the conversion, IQ = 100 + 7.5*(s – 5). 
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Table S2: Descriptive statistics, analysis samples 

     

 

All 

Families with at 

least two scored 

brothers 

Two-brother 

sample 

Firstborn, all 

families 

 (1) (2) (3) (4) 

     

IQ score 100.8 101.1 101.7 101.8 

Mother’s education:     

 Completed high school (%) 30.8 30.0 33.1 34.5 

 Completed college (%) 18.8 19.3 20.4 20.1 

Mother’s earnings  30 161 28 701 30 066 30 481 

Father’s education:     

 Completed high school (%) 44.8 44.7 48.0 47.6 

 Completed college (%) 21.5 22.4 23.6 22.2 

Father’s earnings  61 702 61 687 63 351 62 109 

     

Parents divorced (%) 12.1 10.6 12.3 13.1 

Birth year 1975 1975 1976 1976 

Birth order 1.9 2.1 1.5 1 

Sibship size 2.7 3.2 2.6 2.2 

     

Observations 736 808 355 438 215 514 320 739 

     

Note: Samples are restricted to males born to two Norwegian-born parents with a valid personal identifier for 

both mother and father and a non-missing IQ score. The two-brother sample is drawn from families with sons 

in the two first parities and omits brothers born the same year. Parental characteristics are measured at the 

end of the calendar year the offspring turned 15; earnings are inflated to 2014 currency using the CPI and 

converted to USD using the average exchange rate in 2014 (1 USD = 6.3019 NOK).  
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Table S3: Estimates of average Flynn effect during increase (1962-1975) and decrease (1975-1991) periods 

        

 OLS, full sample 

OLS, at least two 

scored brothers  

Fixed family 

effects OLS, firstborn 

Fixed family 

effects,  

two-brother 

sample  

Selection-

corrected across 

family 

Selection-

corrected within 

family 

 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 

        

Average Flynn increase 0.19*** 0.25*** 0.26*** 0.19*** 0.17*** 0.18*** 0.20*** 

 1962-1975 (0.17,0.21) (0.22,0.28) (0.21,0.30) (0.16,0.22) (0.07,0.27) (0.14, 0.21) (0.11, 0.29) 

Average Flynn decrease -0.17*** -0.10*** -0.08*** -0.23*** -0.10** -0.34*** -0.33*** 

 1975-1991 (-0.19,-0.15) (-0.13,-0.08) (-0.12,-0.03) (-0.25,-0.20) (-0.19,-0.02) (-0.38, -0.30) (-0.40,-0.26) 

        

Birth order 2a -1.34*** -2.31*** -2.40***  -2.23***   

 (-1.40,-1.28) (-2.40,-2.23) (-2.56,-2.25)  (-2.50,-1.97)   

Birth order 3 -1.95*** -3.22*** -3.62***     

 (-2.04,-1.87) (-3.34,-3.10) (-3.90,-3.34)     

Birth order 4 -2.85*** -4.09*** -4.05***     

 (-3.00,2.71) (-4.28,3.90) (-4.48,-3.63)     

Birth order 5+ -4.61*** -5.79*** -4.46***     

 (-4.82,-4.39) (-6.08,-5.50) (-5.09,-3.83)     

        

Observations 736 808 355 438 355 438 320 793 200 472 353 476 236 934 

Families 542 774 161 404 161 404  101 736  118 467 

        

**/***Statistically significant at the 5/1 percent level.  
a Estimated birth order effects from selection-correction model are shown in Figure S2. 

Note: 95% confidence intervals/bounds, based on standard errors clustered within families, are reported in parentheses. Average Flynn increase and decrease estimates 

are computed from coefficients of 1962 and 1991 birth year indicators.  
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Table S4: IQ score coverage of second-born brother by own birth cohort and score of older brother  

 

IQ score of 

first-born 

brother 

1962-66 

cohorts 

1967-71 

cohorts 

1972-76 

cohorts 

1977-81 

cohorts 

1982-86 

cohorts 

1987-91 

cohorts Total 

 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 

A. Observations       

70 243 429 341 218 195 276 1 702 

77.5 542 1 017 900 686 680 760 4 585 

85 1 005 2 126 1 779 1 574 1 590 1 857 9 931 

92.5 1 678 3 522 3 491 3 066 3 042 3 428 18 227 

100 1 962 4 363 4 532 4 340 4 046 4 504 23 747 

107.5 1 704 4 063 4 252 4 049 3 751 3 808 21 627 

115 1 184 2 918 3 135 2 918 2 532 2 424 15 111 

122.5 696 1 772 2 067 1 910 1 499 1 356 9 300 

130 354 891 1 086 1 024 753 582 4 690 

B. Fraction with missing data      

70 0.111 0.126 0.147 0.096 0.149 0.297 0.155 

77.5 0.087 0.094 0.131 0.109 0.163 0.208 0.132 

85 0.084 0.082 0.115 0.076 0.185 0.192 0.124 

92.5 0.065 0.074 0.100 0.066 0.157 0.165 0.108 

100 0.069 0.058 0.077 0.062 0.136 0.133 0.091 

107.5 0.055 0.054 0.079 0.060 0.115 0.123 0.083 

115 0.052 0.042 0.076 0.057 0.122 0.118 0.078 

122.5 0.036 0.048 0.083 0.056 0.091 0.100 0.071 

130 0.040 0.046 0.074 0.043 0.102 0.117 0.069 

C. Average IQ of scored second-born     

70 85.5 86.4 89.4 90.4 88.4 90.6 88.2 

77.5 88.8 89.8 91.7 91.4 89.9 90.0 90.3 

85 91.9 92.9 93.5 93.5 92.9 92.5 92.9 

92.5 95.5 96.0 96.6 96.1 96.2 95.5 96.0 

100 98.7 99.3 100.2 99.7 99.5 98.9 99.4 

107.5 102.7 103.1 103.4 102.4 102.3 101.6 102.6 

115 106.2 106.6 106.7 105.8 105.7 105.4 106.1 

122.5 109.4 109.9 109.8 108.6 108.9 108.5 109.2 

130 112.9 114.2 113.0 111.9 112.5 111.5 112.7 

        

Note: Population consists of the second-born brother in the two-brother sample. Observation count is 108 920. 
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Table S5: Cohort IQ and educational attainment, unweighted and weighted by number of children 

       

 IQ Years of schooling 

 

Men born 

1950-1960, 

children 

 age 55 

Men born 

1962-1970, 

children 

 age 45 

Men born 

1950-1960, 

children 

 age 55 

Men born 

1961-1970, 

children 

 age 45 

Women born 

1950-1960, 

children 

 age 55 

Women born 

1961-1970, 

children 

 age 45 

 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 

       

Mean unweighted 107.16 100.17 12.86 13.37 12.78 13.75 

 (0.025) (0.027) (0.005) (0.005) (0.005) (0.005) 

Mean weighted by 107.64 100.63 13.07 13.54 12.80 13.76 

number of children (0.027) (0.027) (0.005) (0.005) (0.005) (0.005) 

       

Ratio between 

weighted and 

unweighted mean 

1.0045 1.0046 1.0159 1.0129 1.0021 1.0003 

       

Observations 255 293 262 058 326 171 310 099 311 645 294 743 

       

Note: Standard errors are reported in parentheses. Cohorts from the 1950s and 1960s faced different 

conscription IQ test norms; men born in 1961 were subject to both norms and are therefore omitted from the 

data in cols (1)-(2). 
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Table S6: Parameter values of selection-correction model  

      

 Mean 2.5 percentile 97.5 percentile N_eff Rhat 

 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 

      

!" 1.88 1.87 1.89 3 437 1.00 

Relative variance 0.99 0.98 0.99 16 000 1.00 

# 0.47 0.46 0.48 16 000 1.00 

$ 4.44 2.59 6.33 6 160 1.00 

% 0.06 0.02 0.15 7 094 1.00 

      

Note: Columns 1-3 show the mean and quantile values from the posterior draws of the Bayesian model. N_eff 

gives the effective sample size available for posterior inference. Rhat measures convergence by assessing the 

similarity of parameter draws across and within the four sets (chains) drawn. 
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4. Estimation code for Bayesian selection correction model 
 

functions{ 
  matrix stanine_share_calculator(vector mean_sequence, real sigma){ 
    int row_count = rows(mean_sequence); 
    matrix[8, row_count] stanine_limits_standardized; 
    matrix[8, row_count] stanine_cdf; 
    matrix[9, row_count] stanine_logprobs; 
    vector[8] stanine_limits; // The stanine-limits used (i.e., 1.5 to indicate stanine 1 is everything below 1.5, 
2.5 as the upper bound for stanine 2 etc.) 
     
    for (i in 1:8){ 
      stanine_limits[i] = i + 0.5; 
    } 
      
    for (i in 1:row_count){ 
      stanine_limits_standardized[, i] = (stanine_limits - mean_sequence[i])/sigma; 
    } 
    
    stanine_cdf = Phi(stanine_limits_standardized); 
    
    stanine_logprobs[1,] = stanine_cdf[1,]; 
    for (i in 2:8){ 
      stanine_logprobs[i, ] = stanine_cdf[i,] - stanine_cdf[i-1, ]; 
    } 
    stanine_logprobs[9, ] = 1-stanine_cdf[8,]; 
    return log(stanine_logprobs); 
    } 
} 
data { 
  int<lower = 0> family_matrix_count; // Number of sib-1 year to sib-2 year matrices 
  int<lower=1> birth_year_count; // Number in the union of brother cohort years 
  int other_firstborns[10, birth_year_count]; // Counts for each stanine + unscored for all firstborns not in sample 
  int firstborn_splits[2,birth_year_count-1]; //Counts of firstborns in and outside sib-sample by year 
  int family_array[100, family_matrix_count]; //Counts of firstborn-secondborn stanine combinations and unobserved: 
Each consecutive set of 10 counts is the count for different firstborn stanine values and unobserved counts 
conditional on a stanine count of the secondborn 
  int<lower=1> firstborn_birth_year[family_matrix_count]; 
  int<lower=1> secondborn_birth_year[family_matrix_count]; 
} 
transformed data { 
  real cohorts_reals[birth_year_count]; 
  vector[9] stanine_vector; 
  vector[8] stanine_limits; // The stanine-limits used (i.e., 1.5 to indicate stanine 1 is everything below 1.5, 2.5 
as the upper bound for stanine 2 etc.) 
  vector[birth_year_count-1] firstborn_split_shares; 
 
 
  for (i in 1:(birth_year_count-1)){ 
    firstborn_split_shares[i] = firstborn_splits[2,i]/(1.0 * sum(firstborn_splits[,i])); 
  } 
 
  for (i in 1:8){ 
    stanine_limits[i] = i + 0.5; 
  } 
 
  for (i in 1:9){ 
    stanine_vector[i] = i; 
  } 
 
  for (i in 1:birth_year_count){ 
    cohorts_reals[i] = i; 
  } 
} 
parameters { 
  vector[birth_year_count -1] firstborn_mean; 
  vector[birth_year_count] otherfirstborn_mean; 
  real stanine_sigma; 
 
  real birth_order_mu; // Birth order effect for second born – global mean 
  real<lower=0> birth_order_length_GP; 
  real<lower=0> birth_order_sigma_GP; 
  vector[birth_year_count - 1] birth_order_GP_std; 
   
  real<lower=0, upper = 1> sibling_corr; 
  real <lower=0> rel_variance; 
   
  vector[birth_year_count] flynn_effect; // Annual shift in the within-family Flynn series 
 
 
 
  matrix<lower = 0, upper = 1>[9, birth_year_count] scoring_prob; // Probability of being observed with ability 
score given ability in range covered by stanine score 
 
  } 
transformed parameters { 
  vector[birth_year_count] within_flynn; 
  vector[birth_year_count-1] birth_order; 
 
  //Summarized trends based on GPs, global means and random effects 
  matrix[9, birth_year_count-1] firstborn_stanine_logprob; 
  matrix[9, birth_year_count] scoring_logprob; 
  matrix[9, birth_year_count] otherfirstborn_stanine_logprob; 
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  matrix[10, birth_year_count] otherfirstborn_state_logprob; 
 
  // Average ability within stanine group  
  matrix[9, birth_year_count-1] firstborn_stanine_means; 
   
    // Weighted mean of all firstborns 
  vector[birth_year_count] allfirstborn_mean; 
 
 
 
  scoring_logprob = log(scoring_prob); 
   
  // Within flynn only expresses differences between cohorts, and so first value is set to 0 as an anchor (similar 
to reference category dummy) 
  within_flynn[1] = 0; 
  for (i in 2:birth_year_count){ 
    within_flynn[i] = sum(flynn_effect[2:i]); 
  } 
   
  { 
    matrix[birth_year_count - 1, birth_year_count - 1] cov_GP_birth_order = 
cov_exp_quad(cohorts_reals[1:(birth_year_count -1)], birth_order_sigma_GP, birth_order_length_GP); 
    matrix[birth_year_count - 1, birth_year_count - 1] L_cov_GP_birth_order; 
 
 
    for (i in 1:(birth_year_count-1)){ 
      cov_GP_birth_order[i,i] = cov_GP_birth_order[i,i] + 1e-12; 
    } 
     
    L_cov_GP_birth_order = cholesky_decompose(cov_GP_birth_order); 
    birth_order = birth_order_mu + L_cov_GP_birth_order * birth_order_GP_std; 
     
  } 
 
 
  // Get the log cumulative probability of firstborns (in each cohort) being below 1.5, 2.5, ..., 8.5 in stanine 
scores 
  firstborn_stanine_logprob = stanine_share_calculator(firstborn_mean, stanine_sigma); 
   
  // Calculate means within stanine groups 
   
  {  
    matrix[8, birth_year_count - 1] stanine_limits_standardized; 
    matrix[8, birth_year_count - 1] stanine_cdf; 
    matrix[8, birth_year_count - 1] stanine_lpdf; 
    matrix[9, birth_year_count - 1] stanine_means; 
      
    for (i in 1:(birth_year_count - 1)){ 
      stanine_limits_standardized[, i] = (stanine_limits - firstborn_mean[i])/stanine_sigma; 
    } 
     
    stanine_cdf = Phi(stanine_limits_standardized); 
     
    for (col_index in 1:(birth_year_count - 1)){ 
      for (row_index in 1:8){ 
        stanine_lpdf[row_index, col_index] = normal_lpdf(stanine_limits_standardized[row_index, col_index] | 0, 1); 
      } 
    } 
 
    firstborn_stanine_means[1, ] = to_row_vector(firstborn_mean) - stanine_sigma * exp(stanine_lpdf[1, 
])./stanine_cdf[1, ]; 
     
    for (i in 2:8){ 
      firstborn_stanine_means[i, ] = to_row_vector(firstborn_mean) - stanine_sigma * (exp(stanine_lpdf[i,]) - 
exp(stanine_lpdf[i-1, ]))./(stanine_cdf[i,] - stanine_cdf[i-1, ]); 
    } 
 
    firstborn_stanine_means[9, ] = to_row_vector(firstborn_mean) + stanine_sigma * exp(stanine_lpdf[8, ])./(1-
stanine_cdf[8, ]); 
     
  } 
   
  // Get state probabilities for remaining firstborns 
  otherfirstborn_stanine_logprob = stanine_share_calculator(otherfirstborn_mean, stanine_sigma); 
   
  for(i in 1:birth_year_count){ 
    otherfirstborn_state_logprob[1:9, i] = scoring_logprob[,i] + otherfirstborn_stanine_logprob[, i]; 
    otherfirstborn_state_logprob[10, i] = log_sum_exp(log1m_exp(scoring_logprob[, i]) + 
otherfirstborn_stanine_logprob[,i]); 
     
    // Get weighted mean of all firstborns - weighted by observed share in birth year 
    allfirstborn_mean[i] = (i < birth_year_count) ?  firstborn_split_shares[i] * firstborn_mean[i] + (1-
firstborn_split_shares[i]) * otherfirstborn_mean[i] : otherfirstborn_mean[i]; 
  } 
   
} 
model { 
  matrix[9, family_matrix_count] secondborn_means; // First index is stanine score of older brother 
  matrix[9, family_matrix_count] secondborn_stanine_logprob[9]; //Top level indicates stanine score of older sibling 
   
  //Priors 
  firstborn_mean ~ normal(5.3,0.3); 
  otherfirstborn_mean ~ normal(5.2, 0.3); 
  birth_order_mu ~ normal(-0.3,0.1); 
  birth_order_length_GP ~ normal(4,1); 
  birth_order_sigma_GP ~ normal(0,0.2); 
  birth_order_GP_std ~ normal(0,1); 
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  flynn_effect ~ normal(0, 0.3); 
  sibling_corr ~ beta(4,5); 
  rel_variance ~ normal(1,0.2); 
  stanine_sigma ~ normal(1.8, 0.2); 
  to_vector(scoring_prob) ~ beta(9,1); 
 
  // Inference for other firstborns not in sample 
  for (i in 1:birth_year_count){ 
    other_firstborns[,i] ~ multinomial(softmax(otherfirstborn_state_logprob[,i])); 
  } 
   
  // Inference for within-trend 
 
  { 
    vector[family_matrix_count] common_secondborn_terms;// Terms that are independent of older brother stanine score 
 
    common_secondborn_terms = birth_order[firstborn_birth_year] + within_flynn[secondborn_birth_year] - 
within_flynn[firstborn_birth_year]; 
 
    for (i in 1:9){ // For each sibling 1 stanine score 
      secondborn_stanine_logprob[i] = stanine_share_calculator(common_secondborn_terms + 
firstborn_mean[firstborn_birth_year] + sibling_corr * rel_variance  *   (to_vector(firstborn_stanine_means[i, 
firstborn_birth_year]) -firstborn_mean[firstborn_birth_year]) , sqrt((1 - square(sibling_corr))*square(stanine_sigma 
* rel_variance))); 
 
    } 
  } 
 
  // We calculate the probabilities of the stanine bivariate distribution and the probabilities of the observed data 
 
    for (family_matrix_index in 1:family_matrix_count){ 
    matrix[9,9] stanine_combo_problog; 
    matrix[10,10] state_shares_log; 
    vector[9] scoring_prob_firstborn_log; 
    row_vector[9] scoring_prob_secondborn_log; 
    vector[9] nonscoring_prob_firstborn_log; 
    row_vector[9] nonscoring_prob_secondborn_log; 
    matrix[9,9] firstborn_scored; 
    matrix[9,9] firstborn_nonscored; 
    matrix[9,9] secondborn_scored; 
    matrix[9,9] secondborn_nonscored; 
    matrix[9,9] nonobserved_shares_temp; 
 
 
    scoring_prob_firstborn_log = scoring_logprob[, firstborn_birth_year[family_matrix_index]]; 
    scoring_prob_secondborn_log = to_row_vector(scoring_logprob[, secondborn_birth_year[family_matrix_index]]); 
    nonscoring_prob_firstborn_log = log1m_exp(scoring_prob_firstborn_log); 
    nonscoring_prob_secondborn_log = log1m_exp(scoring_prob_secondborn_log); 
 
 
    // We construct the secondborn stanine shares 
 
    for (stanine_index_firstborn in 1:9){ 
      stanine_combo_problog[stanine_index_firstborn,] = firstborn_stanine_logprob[stanine_index_firstborn, 
firstborn_birth_year[family_matrix_index]] + to_row_vector(secondborn_stanine_logprob[stanine_index_firstborn, 
,family_matrix_index]); 
    } 
 
      // Setting up the state shares matrix 
 
  firstborn_scored = rep_matrix(scoring_prob_firstborn_log, 9); 
  secondborn_scored = rep_matrix(scoring_prob_secondborn_log, 9); 
  firstborn_nonscored = rep_matrix(nonscoring_prob_firstborn_log, 9); 
  secondborn_nonscored = rep_matrix(nonscoring_prob_secondborn_log, 9); 
 
  state_shares_log[1:9, 1:9] = firstborn_scored + secondborn_scored + stanine_combo_problog; 
   
  // Nonobserved firstborns 
  nonobserved_shares_temp = firstborn_nonscored + secondborn_scored + stanine_combo_problog; 
 
  for (iq_index in 1:9){ 
    state_shares_log[10, iq_index] = log_sum_exp(nonobserved_shares_temp[, iq_index]); 
  } 
  // Nonobserved secondborns 
  nonobserved_shares_temp = firstborn_scored + secondborn_nonscored + stanine_combo_problog; 
 
  for (iq_index in 1:9){ 
    state_shares_log[iq_index, 10] = log_sum_exp(nonobserved_shares_temp[iq_index, ]); 
  } 
 
  // Nonobserved pairs 
  nonobserved_shares_temp = firstborn_nonscored + secondborn_nonscored + stanine_combo_problog; 
 
  state_shares_log[10, 10] = log_sum_exp(nonobserved_shares_temp); 
 
  // Relating the model to data. 
  family_array[,family_matrix_index] ~ multinomial(softmax(to_vector(state_shares_log))); 
  } 
}  
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